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Abstract

Infrastructure reconstruction is a key component of stability operations and one that has plagued U.S. military operations in recent conflicts. Cost overruns, delays, corruption, sustainability and security have all become impediments to success. This research seeks to evaluate some successes and failures of Department of Defense (DoD) infrastructure reconstruction in Afghanistan and Iraq. This analysis first presents host nation characteristics and describes the post reconstruction needs for each host nation. Next, this analysis examines specific infrastructure reconstruction projects using testimony, audits and inspection reports. The findings support recommendations for future infrastructure reconstruction. This research supports three progressive stages to infrastructure development: Emergency Relief, Reconstruction and Development. Additionally, conditions required to progress through these stages include adequate state capacity, security, engineering and oversight. Likewise, the Afghanistan and Iraq case studies indicate that failure to consider these conditions when progressing through infrastructure reconstruction stages increase the risk to stability operations resulting in potential failure of stability operations.
INTRODUCTION

Post-conflict stability and reconstruction challenges have afflicted the United States military for as long as it has sought to project power across the globe. The U.S. military has engaged in stability operations ranging from the American expansion across the western frontier, two world wars to Cold War proxy conflicts. Even today, the U.S. military is performing two extensive stability operations in Afghanistan and Iraq. Although every conflict or crisis is different, the basis for the military engagement in reconstruction and stabilization can fall into several broad categories. These include intervening in response to a human rights violation, preemptive force to address a security threat or responding to a humanitarian crisis. Many experts allege the U.S. should not plan to use the military in a reconstruction and stabilization capacity as part of any strategy. Of course, opinions vary on whether the military should be involved in reconstruction and stabilization but the fact remains that the military will continue to face situations requiring some level of capability. This is starkly evident today as success or failure of reconstruction and stabilization may pave the way for an effective and honorable termination to current military operations. At the very least, Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 3000-05 requires the military to develop a stability operations capability.

Now in order to understand what the DoD means by “stability operations,” one must examine the terms commonly used in doctrine, policy and literature. Post conflict reconstruction has taken on many monikers over the years and while the terms do not perfectly align, there are some shared themes. National Security Policy Directive (NSPD) 44 makes use of “Reconstruction and Stabilization,” which includes activities such as, “internal security, governance, and participation, social and economic well-being and justice and reconciliation.” The 2009 DoDI 3000.5 uses the term “stability operations,” to describe military activities such as
“establish a safe/secure environment, provide essential government services, emergency infrastructure reconstruction and humanitarian relief.”

Many still use the rescinded 2005 DoD Directive 3000.05 term of “stability, security, transition and reconstruction (SSTR),” which includes rebuilding indigenous institutions, reviving the private sector and developing government institutions. Finally, there is the frequently used and all-encompassing term, “Nation Building.” This paper will use current DoD term, “stability operations” throughout to represent all of the above definitions. Likewise, this paper will consider reconstruction as a subordinate task to stability operations referring to “the process of rebuilding degraded, damaged, or destroyed political, socioeconomic, and physical infrastructure of a country or territory to create the foundation for long-term development.”

Unfortunately, the military considers these endeavors a “distraction from core warfighting competencies.”

Officially, the DoD accounts for stability operations within phase IV (stability) and phase V (transition) within the joint planning process as well as in published department and service level instructions implementing NSPD-44. Regardless, one only needs to participate in a military exercise or peruse the DoD budget to understand the true focus for the military is major combat operations. The DoD’s mission of providing “the military forces needed to deter war and to protect the security of our country” drives what the military plans for and budgets for and executes. Fortunately, many of the same military resources that support major combat operations easily translate into effective and substantial stability operations capability. Engineering, medical, logistics, acquisitions and law enforcement are just a few of these capabilities. Likewise, the military also possesses the ability to involuntarily and rapidly deploy these resources where and when other U.S. government agencies cannot and historically this has been the case.
BACKGROUND

During the past 100 years, the U.S. has engaged in 16 major stability operations. These operations range in duration from a few months to over 30 years and range in scope from low-level counterinsurgency to global war.11 These experiences not only serve as historical backdrop but also shape the current stability operations doctrine and planning for both Afghanistan and Iraq. For example, WWII post-conflict planning began three years prior to the culmination of hostilities and although much was still unknown during initial planning, several factors were working in the Allies’ favor.12 First, they were planning for stability operations following the unconditional surrender of relatively homogeneous societies with ample industrial capacity and some history of constitutional rule.13 These stability operations were largely successful. In contrast, the U.S. supported a surrogate regime and embarked on a “hearts and minds” campaign in Vietnam but those efforts fell short of establishing a stable post-conflict environment due in part to a uniquely different post-conflict environment.14,15

Following the Cold War, the U.S. encountered mixed success. Somalia for example was a notable disappointment, but interagency collaboration and planning improved for stability operations in Haiti and Kosovo. Leading up to Operations ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF) and IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF), the U.S. seemed to have internalized that a whole of government (WOG) planning approach was essential to success.16 Surprisingly, the U.S. has been involved in major stability operations in Afghanistan and Iraq for nine and seven years respectively but both are marginal successes at best. While many of the lessons learned from past stability operations certainly apply, these operations present unique challenges in their own right. A significant challenge and one that may be a linchpin for the success of stability operations in OEF and OIF is reconstruction of infrastructure.
In fact, infrastructure reconstruction has been a key component of every stability operation attempted during the last 100 years; providing services necessary for societies to return to (or finally attain) a stable and routine existence are key to successful conflict resolution. Since WWII stability operations, the U.S. military and other government agencies have rebuilt roads, rails, bridges and canals in Japan and Europe and provided basic services in the wake of crises in Haiti, Somalia, Kosovo and Bosnia. The same holds true for OEF and OIF; the restoration and development of infrastructure is a crucial factor driving the success of those stability operations. Before discussing reconstruction in these stability operations, one must first understand existing stability operations guidance and doctrine as well as how infrastructure reconstruction fits into the larger picture.

STRATEGIC GUIDANCE

At the strategic level, planning and conduct of stability operations rests with a few capstone documents. First, NSPD-44 compels unity of effort by all governmental agencies and designates the Department of State (DoS) to coordinate and harmonize U.S. planning efforts. This policy directive also requires integration of operations between the Department of State and the Department of Defense. Subsequently, DoD Instruction (DoDI) 3000.05 requires military departments to train and equip forces “capable of conducting the stability operations.” These capabilities include establishing civil security and civil control, restoring or providing essential services, repairing critical infrastructure and providing humanitarian assistance. Likewise, the DoD must be capable of assisting other USG agencies on efforts that include disarmament demobilization and reintegration (DDR), strengthening governance and fostering economic stability. Unfortunately, there is a shortage of stability operations doctrine at the operational level.
The Army’s Field Manual (FM) 3-07, “Stability Operations,” provides the most comprehensive body of operational doctrine. Eventually, Joint Publication 3-07, “Stability Operations,” will replace “Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW)” but that publication is at least one year away. Until then, FM-3-07 reinforces unity of effort within the whole of government approach as the “key doctrinal publication for stability operations.” This document lays out the primary stability tasks, which “reflect a myriad of interrelated activities” performed across the five primary stability tasks: establish civil security, establish civil control, restore essential services, support to governance, and support to economic and infrastructure development. The Venn diagram in Figure 1 depicts these five tasks or pillars illustrating how each is interrelated to the other four. For example, support to governance relies heavily on the other stability operations pillars; civil security is necessary to provide for the safety of the population, rule of law must be established through civil control, essential services are a prerequisite for social well-being and economic and infrastructure development are crucial for sustained viability of the state. Without contributions from each pillar, state legitimacy will be difficult to achieve.

Figure 1. Stability Operations Pillars (adapted from FM 3-24)
Moreover, infrastructure cuts across all the primary stability operations pillars. Restoring essential services directly impacts infrastructure through the restoration of sewage, water, electricity, academics, trash, medical, safety and other (SWEAT-MSO). Likewise, support to economic and infrastructure development explicitly targets infrastructure through the rehabilitation of electrical power, engineering and construction support, municipal services and transportation infrastructure. Infrastructure is also a key enabler for remaining three tasks of support governance, establish civil security and establish civil control.\textsuperscript{22} It is not difficult to draw direct linkages from each pillar to the infrastructure that makes them possible. Clearly, security is more effective with adequate transportation and communication networks. Civil control and rule of law require facilities and basic municipal services in order to be functional. Finally, the perceived legitimacy of the state can be influence by the infrastructure and basic services provided to the population. Within current U.S. stability operations there are many means employed to execute reconstruction of infrastructure but some have come to epitomize the overall reconstruction effort.

TACTICAL CONCEPTS

Two common tools warrant clarification before moving on: the provincial reconstruction team (PRT) and the commander’s emergency response program (CERP). PRTs are a relatively recent doctrinal concept pioneered in Afghanistan in 2002 and later applied to Iraq in 2005.\textsuperscript{23} Intended as an “interim civil-military organization designed to operate in an area with unstable or limited security,” PRTs “aim to develop the infrastructure necessary for the local populace to succeed in a post-conflict environment.”\textsuperscript{24} Tailor-able to the mission, PRTs typically include between 60 and 90 military personnel as well as representation from DoD, DoS, the United
States Agency for International Development (USAID), the Department of Agriculture and the Department of Justice. Capabilities range from security to humanitarian assistance to strengthening governance.

Likewise, the CERP is a common tool in the military reconstruction repertoire. This funding program “provides U.S. Governmental appropriations directly to operational and tactical forces, enabling them to meet emergency needs of civilians”\textsuperscript{25} The governing DoD financial regulation actually lists twenty areas appropriate for CERP funding. Similarly, the regulation also lists eleven categories of improper use of funds. Generally, CERP funds are to be used to aid the Afghan and Iraqi population through small-scale, urgent humanitarian and infrastructure projects preferably less than $500,000.\textsuperscript{26} Improper uses include goods and services, which should be available through the local municipality or security force. The CERP regulation also permits the approval of projects over $500,000 by the CJTF commander but only recently have additional considerations for project sustainment and reporting been compulsory. Nonetheless, the use of CERP in practice has not been without problems as discussed below.

**CASE STUDIES**

Evaluation of actual reconstruction efforts reveals much about the effectiveness of existing guidance and tactics and can expose potential opportunities and pitfalls, which can serve to improve overall stability operations. This analysis now takes a closer look at the infrastructure reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq. For each country, this analysis sets the stage by providing basic conditions such as national characteristics and initial needs assessments followed by a summary of reconstruction funding. Each case study then discusses specific successes, failures using official project inspection reports and audits. Finally, each case study will culminate in conclusions for each particular reconstruction effort.
AFGHANISTAN INFRASTRUCTURE RECONSTRUCTION CASE STUDY

Afghan Conditions. Host nation internal characteristics can have a significant impact on the success or failure of stability operations. In that regard, Afghanistan’s characteristics produce unique challenges. Afghanistan covers over 251,000 square miles or an area roughly the size of Texas supporting a population approaching 33 million. This population however is widely dispersed with only 20 percent residing in urban areas reflecting an economy primarily reliant on agriculture, livestock and mining. The standard of living is relatively low with a GNP per capita of $800 and literacy below 50 percent. National health is low as characterized by a high infant mortality rate (under 1) of 165 per 1,000 live births, which is not surprising when one considers only 22 percent of the population has access to improved water and only 30-percent are using improved sanitation.

Afghanistan has always been a comparatively poor country and its institutional capacity was weak even before conflict in the 1970s. Following the initiation of OEF, the UNDP Needs Assessment for Afghanistan found most Afghans “have little or no access to basic services.” Within the water sector, Afghans largely use on-site water and sanitation solutions, and years of drought have resulted in high levels of ground water contamination. Likewise, access to safe sanitation is also uncommon for the mainly rural nation. These water issues contribute to diseases and are a major contributing factor in the high infant mortality rate. The UNDP immediate needs assessment identified by the expedient, essential repairs to the limited urban-piped systems as well as improving access and safety of water and sanitation for some 420,000 priority rural areas. Within the electricity or energy sector, only 6% of the population has access to electricity leaving the immediate tasks to ensure reliable power to health, water and
government facilities. Of course, substantial funding is required to meet even these modest needs.

*Reconstruction Funding.* Subsequent to the initial UNDP needs assessment, U.S. reconstruction appropriations have reached over $50 billion.\(^{33}\) As shown in Figure 2, the largest share of this funding has been funneled to the DoD in the form of $25.23B in the Afghanistan Security Forces Fund, $2.64B in the Commander’s Emergency Response Program and $9.74B in the USAID Economic Support Fund.\(^{34}\) Infrastructure reconstruction within the Afghan theater falls under the “Economic and Social Development, Essential Services” subsection which includes five sectors: energy, transportation, education, health services and water and sanitation.\(^{35}\) DoD execution for purely infrastructure-related reconstruction falls primarily with the CERP as executed by commanders and PRTs. Early on, CERP reporting requirements were deficient leaving very little in the way of infrastructure reconstruction records nevertheless, the following section seeks to assess the successes and failures of Afghanistan infrastructure reconstruction projects based on available documentation.

---

**Figure 2.** U.S. Funds Supporting Afghanistan Reconstruction Efforts\(^{36}\)
Successes. Although available project documentation for Afghanistan is sparse, a few notable examples illustrate infrastructure reconstruction success. CERP-funded school projects executed by PRTs are having some success as basic facilities for education with potential positive ripple effects throughout the governance and civil control stability operations pillars. The Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) inspected four of these school projects: the Kohi Girls’ School, the Habib Rahman Secondary School, the Abdul Manan Secondary School and the Farukh Shah School. The Kapisa PRT within the Nijrab District executed all four of these projects at the request of the provincial government. All of the schools were under the intended CERP cap of $500,000 meeting the objective of small-scale projects likely sustainable by the local population.37

Given that the municipal government requested these facilities for a legitimate need within their communities indicates their intention to operate and maintain these schools but the SIGAR reports did not address the capability of these communities to provide teachers. Fortunately, such facilities conformed to local and/or Ministry of Education construction standards making maintenance and repair within the reach of most villages. Additionally, these projects occurred in a province where adequate levels of security existed.38 The Kapisa Province currently averages less than one attack per day as compared with the Helmand Province, which averages over 10 attacks per day.39 In this case, executing projects desired by the local population at a scope and complexity they can sustain in a relatively secure area significantly enhances the overall success of stability operations. One should note that these school projects are not without their problems as discussed below.
Failures. The same four school projects discussed above also revealed some significant flaws. Each of the four projects showed evidence of significant design deficiencies. The Kohi Girls’ School failed to plan for demolition necessary to ensure safety of the occupants. The Habib Rahman Secondary School and Farukh Shah School did not account for essential retaining walls and embankment stabilization. The Abdul Manan Secondary School omitted major design elements to include a security wall and guardhouse. The common denominator in each case was lack of qualified personnel to plan and design projects. Likewise, each school project revealed inadequate project oversight. The common themes were lack of reporting, standardization, quality control and compliance with safety measures. These deficiencies increased risk to the projects by producing cost overruns, project delays and even degraded contractor performance.

Two additional projects stand out as remarkable examples of flawed project selection and execution in Afghanistan. First, the Khowst City Electric Power System project was initiated to upgrade the existing power plant and expand the distribution system in order to meet growing demand in a city of 160,000. This CERP-funded, PRT-executed project cost $1.6 million. In what is a symptom of its deficiencies the PRT attempted to overcome technical inadequacy by “utilizing the volunteer services of a local engineer.” After the engineer moved on to other things, PRT effectiveness was diminished. Likewise, the PRT’s project quality assurance and oversight was inadequate. More alarming was the discovery that the local authorities do not even have the capability to maintain and repair the plant in a safe condition—clearly not in line with the CERP intent of locally-sustainable projects. A more visible example of failure to consider sustainability is the Mahmood Raqi to Nijrab Road project. This project is anticipated to enhance local economies and security but “Afghan officials conceded that they do not have the equipment, materials, personnel or expertise needed to maintain the paved road.” Again,
this does not adhere to the intent of CERP and could well degrade the effectiveness of stability operations as discussed below.

Afghanistan Conclusions. Four fundamental areas of interest emerge from the above analysis: project oversight, design adequacy, sustainability, and security. First, project oversight appears to be a negative trend within the PRT projects. The problems are lack of visibility and reporting, incomplete or missing project records and deficient quality assurance. Within the CERP program, these issues are compounded by large-scale or long-term projects since PRTs typically do not have the necessary time, training, or manpower to execute them. In a September 2009 audit, SIGAR found that U.S. forces in Afghanistan could not even determine the number of on-going funded CERP projects. 43 Exacerbating this problem are CERP funds being used more and more for projects above the $500,000 mark; in 2009, 67-percent of CERP funds were spent on large-scale projects. Of course larger projects usually also require a substantial planning and design effort.

Second, poor planning and design practices have eroded the effectiveness of reconstruction efforts. In several instances above, PRTs executed contracts that may not meet the intended project scope or even be safe for the public once complete. Within the PRT structure, this can be attributed to a lack of technical expertise and/or man power. Without competent engineers, it is impossible to correctly design and plan infrastructure and facilities. Furthermore, it is extremely irresponsible to execute public works projects without such expertise; doing so is akin to performing surgery without a doctor only on a larger scale. When the public’s safety is at stake, there is no substitute for properly certified professionals. In the end, poorly designed projects degrade the effectiveness of all stability operations pillars by wasting resources and endangering the population.
Third, Afghanistan’s ability to sustain infrastructure is a serious limitation. The customer’s ability to maintain and operate infrastructure is pivotal but in an environment where the population has so little it is tempting to install paved roads, power plants and water plants to improve living conditions. PRTs are particularly susceptible to this pitfall, commonly pursuing “‘feel good’ projects without consideration for larger strategic and capacity building implications.”

Making matters worse are the current CERP regulations, which allow commanders to execute projects often without consideration to anything aside from military necessity. Moreover, CERP funding does not include maintenance or upkeep of those same projects leaving an under-resourced community to watch the projects degrade in a few short years or months.

Finally, security can have a significant effect on reconstruction efforts. Three years into OEF, the GAO found that “deteriorating security, increased opium production, and delayed funding continued to obstruct U.S. reconstruction efforts in fiscal year 2004 and threatened the achievement of U.S. goals.” Security can impact operations in several ways. Lack of security can result in inability to properly plan, initiate, and even access the site to inspect projects. Lack of security can also affect the contractors making it difficult to recruit workers. A particularly concerning phenomena potentially present in Afghanistan is that reconstruction actually draws insurgents in to the target-rich environment; military activity may increase insurgent attacks in the area of reconstruction. While this is a difficult concept to prove, it is notable to recognize NGOs and village residents often avoid military assistance because of the potential violence and attacks it can attract. The resulting violence even can serve to undermine stability operations potentially producing accidental guerrillas as local tribesmen resist and/or sabotage
reconstruction in order to reduce the future risk to their village. Interestingly, security actually plays a greater role in reconstruction in Iraq.

IRAQ INFRASTRUCTURE RECONSTRUCTION CASE STUDY

Conditions. As in Afghanistan, the internal characteristics of Iraq as well as the nature of the conflict are having a significant impact on the accomplishment of stability operations objectives. Iraq is a somewhat smaller than Afghanistan at just over 168,000 square miles and 28 million people. However, some 70 percent of the population resides in urban areas and the economy is much more industrialized with a heavy emphasis on oil production. The Iraqi GNP per capita of $1,900 is more than twice that of Afghanistan. National health as represented by the infant mortality rate (under 1) has oscillated over the past 20-years from 42 deaths (per 1,000 live births) prior to the first Gulf War to 107 by 2003 and has recently fallen back to 36. Finally, 77 percent of the population has access to improved drinking water and 76 percent has access to improved sanitation facilities.

According to the UNDP, Iraq possesses “a strong core capital of institutional potential with well educated and determined civil servants.” Unfortunately, “years of conflict, deferred maintenance, weakened technical and management capacity and neglect” have degraded Iraqi infrastructure. Prior to the first Gulf War, 218 conventional water treatment plants and 1,191 compact water treatment plants water and sanitation systems were operating efficiently. By 2000, many water and sewer plants were not providing acceptable levels of service with capacity declining up to 50% in some areas. Immediate needs in the post-conflict environment identified urgent requirements as increasing potable water access, repairing systems to reduce water loss and increasing sanitation coverage. Likewise, prior to Operation DESERT STORM electrical capacity was 9,295 MW with a peak demand of 5,100 MW. Capacity fell to 2,325
MW after the war and after rising slightly during the 1990s, capacity was at 3,300 MW (half the demand) following the initiation of OIF. Immediate needs became restoring the power system to a pre-1991 level. Again, substantial funding is necessary to restore this level of infrastructure.

**Reconstruction Funding.** As of December 31, 2009, Iraq appropriations total $47.12 billion across four major funds. These funds are, the Iraq Relief and Reconstruction Fund (IRRF) which was appropriated $20.86 billion, the Iraq Security Forces Fund (ISFF) which was appropriated $18.04 billion, the Economic Support Fund (ESF) which was appropriated $4.56 billion and the Commander’s Emergency Response Program (CERP) which was appropriated $3.65 billion. This reconstruction effort experienced a massive influx of funds and agencies with little pre-planning and coordination. This created several problems as illustrated by the following successes and failures.

![Image of Iraq Funding Sources](image-url)

**Figure 3. Iraq Funding Sources**

**Successes.** Compared to Afghanistan, significantly more project documentation is available on the Iraq reconstruction effort. Within these records are several instances of
successful infrastructure reconstruction. The Sadr City R3 Water Treatment Plant project is one example. This project was originally a USAID project but at the 85 percent completion point, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) took over the $65 million IRRF project. In a recent inspection, the Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction (SIGIR) found that the design was adequate and should result in a functional project. Additionally, the report noted that sustainability was effectively addressed as the contractor is required to train operators, provide operation and maintenance support during construction, startup, and commissioning. Additionally, quality assurance for the project was adequate; the government representative was consistently present the construction site providing daily reports on progress and highlighting deficiencies.57

Comparable success was achieved with the Al Ager Water Compact Unit in Nassriya, Iraq. This $650,000 ESF project was initiated by USACE to construct a new 50-m³/hr compact unit water treatment plant for a population of 5,000. A subsequent SIGIR inspection found that project oversight was effective as the quality assurance representative provided daily reports highlighting deficiencies and corrective actions. Additionally, SIGIR found sustainability to be acceptable. The project requires the contractor to provide material and equipment warranties, supply spare parts for one year of the plant operations and four weeks of training for operators.58 Likewise, the Al Wathba Water Treatment Plant in Baghdad design was noted by SIGIR as complete and sufficient ensuring the $11.2 million project increased the available supply of potable water to Baghdad residents.59 Unfortunately, many similar projects will not perform as intended due to all too common reconstruction failures.

Failures. Iraq infrastructure reconstruction failures follow many of the same patterns as the Afghanistan reconstruction effort. For example, the Fallujah Waste Water Treatment System
is a $98 million USACE project and in 2008, SIGIR noted substantial sustainment concerns for this project. At the request of the Iraqi Ministry of Public Works, the design incorporated a system that demands substantial power and skilled labor to operate however, such resources were not available. Consequently, this project is at risk because the host nation does not have the ability to operate and maintain the plant. In a similar vein, the Al Wahda Water Treatment Plant in Baghdad design is not adequate to provide a fully functioning plant upon project completion. Furthermore, oversight was also found to be deficient as the government representative was not even knowledgeable of construction progress or quality nor were contractor invoices being approved.

Security has had a significant impact on Iraq reconstruction projects. Although SIGIR inspections of the Rebuilding of the Sagrah School project and the Renovation of the Khandek Intermediate School project found few substantial findings but perhaps that was because they were only able to remain on site for 45-minutes due to security concerns. Clearly if security affects the ability of SIGIR to assess a project, it quite likely will also have an effect on project oversight and perhaps even contractor performance. At the extreme end of the scale is the $21 million Baghdad Municipal Solid Waste Landfill, which officials terminated prior to completion due to security and still has not been restarted and completed. Although projects and execution mechanisms differ from Afghanistan, there are some shared themes as discussed below.

Iraq Conclusions. As with the Afghanistan analysis, four fundamental areas of interest become apparent: project oversight, design adequacy, sustainability, and security. First, where management and controls were inadequate projects experienced delays and cost overruns. However, in Iraq the larger more complex reconstruction effort has created a significant potential for fraud waste and abuse (FWA). Inadequate oversight leaves the door wide open for corrupt
people to commit fraud. SIGIR has been investigating instances of fraud within Iraq from early on and as of 2008 had obtained at least 35 convictions but that is just the tip of the iceberg. A series of audits directed which forensically identified potential FWA opportunities within the major funding streams. An interim update revealed $340 million in irregular transactions involving approximately 800 vendors that we are potentially fraudulent or improper.

Unfortunately, FWA due to poor oversight is not the only problem plaguing Iraq reconstruction.

Lack of adequate planning and design is especially troubling in stability operations such as Iraq. Given the extensive preexisting infrastructure and the potential institutional capacity, the infrastructure projects in Iraq are much more complex than in Afghanistan. In addition to digging wells and paving roads, the USACE has undertaken efforts to expand water treatment plants and rebuild large power stations. Many of these projects cost in the tens and hundreds of millions of dollars and provide service to thousands of residents. A failure in design and planning for this level of effort can have far-reaching effects within the stability operation. For example, commissioning a non-functional Al Wahda Water Treatment Plant would certainly be aggravating for the population and could have negative effects within other stability operations pillars such as civil security and support to governance. Likewise, if the municipality cannot operate or maintain the plant, the consequences would be similar.

Third, sustainability and design considerations were lacking on larger infrastructure projects setting the conditions for extensive system failure affecting population centers. The typical OIF infrastructure projects are larger and more complex than in OEF making sustainability more critical. SIGIR has conducted several audits and inspections evaluating the sustainability considerations and the results are disconcerting; many designs have failed to account for sustainability. As a result, with large projects comes large impacts and in Iraq,
failure to adequately sustain power plants and wastewater treatment plants can have huge consequences.

Finally, security appears to have had a greater impact on reconstruction in Iraq than in Afghanistan. There are many instances of projects unable to be visited, inspected or monitored and there are even examples of projects that were cancelled mid-construction purely because of security concerns. Not only is this potentially a huge waste of reconstruction funding, it also diminishes the success of the overall stability operation by discrediting the government as well as calling into question the resolve of the military forces. In the overall analysis, security is a factor that cannot be ignored when conducting infrastructure reconstruction in support of stability operations.

OVERALL FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

Host nation characteristics can be a useful indicator of reconstruction objectives in a post-crisis environment. Table 2 summarizes some select characteristics from both Afghanistan and Iraq. Through comparison, one can infer Afghanistan is an agrarian society with little pre-existing infrastructure and a relatively low standard of living and a low technical, administrative and material capability to operate and maintain advanced infrastructure. Conversely, Iraq is more modern and exhibits a higher standard of living. This suggests that Iraq may possess a greater technical, administrative and material capability. This technical, administrative and material capability, or municipal capacity, may be an important limiting factor for near-term infrastructure reconstruction goals; attempting projects that exceed this municipal capacity, is to leave the population with infrastructure systems they cannot operate and maintain. Of course, efforts to build capacity can push this envelope out but the bulk of that heavy lifting may fall within other stability operations pillars for example supporting governance in order to establish
the revenue streams necessary to operate and maintain complex power plants or water treatment systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Afghanistan</th>
<th>Iraq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>251,000 sq miles</td>
<td>168,000 sq miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 million</td>
<td>28 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 percent</td>
<td>70 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165/1,000</td>
<td>36/1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 percent</td>
<td>77 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 percent</td>
<td>76 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture/mining</td>
<td>Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$800</td>
<td>Oil production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 percent</td>
<td>50% of demand (degraded)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Afghanistan</th>
<th>Iraq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expedient repairs to urban water systems</td>
<td>UNDP Immediate Needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical power to health, water and gov’t facilities</td>
<td>Increase/repair potable water systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Afghanistan</th>
<th>Iraq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22 percent</td>
<td>77 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 percent</td>
<td>76 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture/mining</td>
<td>Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$800</td>
<td>Oil production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 percent</td>
<td>50% of demand (degraded)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of National Characteristics

A second important consideration is the funding and execution construct used in reconstruction. This drives the oversight, planning and design used during reconstruction. With a CERP-funded, PRT-executed construct, the oversight, design and planning capability may be lacking. This places all but the most basic projects at risk of failure. If CERP is a weapon system as many have asserted, it certainly is not a fire and forget weapon. Of course, access to a massive organization such as USACE is only beneficial if employed properly. Improper planning, design and oversight on larger, more complex projects only places more people at risk and creates opportunity for corruption.

Finally, security is an absolute prerequisite for reconstruction activities. Attempting infrastructure reconstruction in a non-permissive environment certainly makes both construction
and inspection extremely difficult. When project inspectors and quality assurance representatives are unable to visit construction sites on a frequent basis, the project can be at risk for delays and cost overruns from poor construction or non-performance. Likewise, non-permissive environments can make it difficult for contractors to recruit and retain a qualified workforce, which can also cause project delays and cost overruns. Although not well documented, reconstruction can also draw violence into communities and endanger the population it seeks to help. Infrastructure reconstruction is most effective when done in conjunction with adequate levels of security.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although doctrine presents the five stability operations tasks as pillars or interrelated circles on a Venn diagram, common sense tells us that some tasks are more likely to be sequential than dependent. This analysis of infrastructure reconstruction supports the idea that there is a progression from ‘restore essential services’ to ‘support to economic and infrastructure development.’

Restoring essential services involves meeting the immediate needs such as food, water, shelter, medical support and transitioning into SWEAT-MSO. Support to economic and infrastructure development includes restoring physical infrastructure at the local level and comprehensive infrastructure improvements at the regional level. Some literature also supports this concept. Alastair McKechnie suggests once a target country’s needs and absorptive capacity is determined, the transition to development takes place in three stages. The first is “emergency relief” which may take place during the conflict and typically includes food, shelter and basic healthcare. This stage may also involve some reconstruction and development assistance to improve government capacity. The second stage is “reconstruction” which involves the restoration of services on an emergency basis. Finally, the “transition to development” can take
place “when the post-conflict country returns to normal.” This stage requires the economy to be stable and generate resources to operate the government.70

Figure 4 graphically illustrates the relationship between the progressive stages of reconstruction and the key factors discussed in this paper. The stages of reconstruction are the increasingly larger bands beginning with emergency relief, growing to reconstruction and finally development. The X-axis represents the increasing municipal capacity of a host nation and the Y-axis represents the increasing level of security for the host nation. The center cone depicts the ideal route to progress through infrastructure reconstruction stages; there is an optimum conduit to move from one stage to the next. This model suggests that adequate municipal capacity and acceptable levels of security must be present in order to expand reconstruction efforts beyond emergency relief. The high-angle dotted line to the left of the cone represents the risk of progressing reconstruction without adequate municipal capacity. These are projects that the host nation cannot operate and maintain. Similarly, the low-angle dotted line to the right of the cone represents the risk of progressing reconstruction without adequate security.

Two additional factors are critical to this model. This first is the existence adequate oversight and controls. The second is the ability to properly plan and design projects. These engines permit larger, more complex projects as reconstruction progresses from stage to stage. Without sufficient oversight and design expertise, stability operations and reconstruction cannot progress even if the host nation possesses unlimited security and municipal capacity.
Infrastructure reconstruction is a key component of stability operations and one that continues to challenge U.S. military operations in recent conflicts. Cost overruns, delays, corruption, sustainability and security have all become impediments to success. The implications for stability operations are simple. Reconstruction may be best implemented sequentially beginning with emergency relief, progressing to reconstruction and eventually development. Assessment of the host nation’s municipal capacity is critical in determining the appropriate level of reconstruction in order to avoid unsustainable infrastructure systems. Likewise, security is a fundamental prerequisite for infrastructure reconstruction; the
environment must be permissive enough to allow inspection of the site and to ensure the safety of contractors. Infrastructure reconstruction can be viewed as a function of both security and municipal capacity where progressing beyond emergency relief before the host nation is ready may put the stability operation at risk. Finally, adequate oversight and design are an essential component of the infrastructure reconstruction effort; failure to resource these capabilities will result in nonfunctional infrastructure systems and even create opportunity for fraud waste and abuse.
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